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A Closed-Loop Extraction of the Spatial Distribution of Interface Traps Based
on Numerical Model of the Charge-Pumping Experiment

Predrag HABAS and Siegfried SELBERHERR

Institute for Microelectronics
Gusshausstrasse 27 -29,, 1040 Vienna, Austria/Europe

The extraction of the spatial distribution of interface traps from the experimental
charge-pumping data is analysed in detail. The study is based on a numerical two-
dimensional transient model of the charge-pumping experiment. The present trap
extraction procedures are evaluated and improved; the derived expressions are confi.rmed
by the rigorous numerical simulation on the models for virgin and stressed devices. The
lppiication of the model for the charge-pumping experiment to extract the spatial trap
distribution in n-channel LDD devices after stress is presented.
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1. Introduction and numerical model

Cha-rge-pumping-techniques have been extensively
used to extract the spatial distribution of interfac-e
traps Nn t-21 and fixed oxide charge7-s) along the
oxide/semiconductor interface in MOS devices be-
fore and after stress. The used extraction proce-
dures are based on analytical expressions whiih rely
on several approximations. Accordinq to our knowl-
edge, no contslmation has been given Tor these meth-
ods in the literature. The accuracv of the obtained
distributions /ft1 @) near lwithin tht junctions is siill
unknown, because there is no method to measure
Ifr(*) directly. In this paper a rigorous two-dimensi-
onal transient simulation of the charge-pumping (CP)
experiment is used to evaluate the" 
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extraction procedures. The concept is presented in
Fig.1^. Fgr an assumed distribution of inderface traps
and fixed oxide charge, we calculate numericaliy the
charge-pumping currint (".g. I"p versus source/"drain
junc-tion reverse bias (Jr) applying transient pulses
at the device terminals. The calCulate| Icp is fur-
ther used instead of the experimental Isp data, Fig.1.
Comparing the extracted trap distribution with the
assumedr w-€ evaluated and improved the present
techliques for -th" {,;r(r) extraction. The rigorous
simulation of the CP experiment is implemenled in .

MINIMOSII). It is based on: (1) The numerical so-
lution of the time-dependent'basic semiconductor
equations. (2) Accurite terminal current caicuia-
!or._ tl)Tflp dynamics is described by the Shockley-
Read-Ili11-li[e equations. The generltioo-tecombi-
nation rates for electrons and holes are coupled with
the transient continuity equations, while the dynamic
trapped charge is coupled with the Poisror" 

"qn.-tion. The syJtem is solved self-consistently. LiUi-
trary interface and volume trap distributions can be
discretized in energy and posi{ion space. After a si-
mulation lasting a few signal periodi, the time aver-

ages of the terminal currents and the interface
effective generation rates are calculated, taking care
for the periodic. steady-state condition. To thd best
of our knowledge, this approach accounts for the first
time for the effects in the CP experiment related
to a finite carrier t.rpoor.l1) (parasitic geometric
current components in conventional MOSFET's and
SOI devices), and for the 2D effects due to lateral
nonuniform.distribution of traps, variable charge-
pumping threshold and flat-band voltages Uff and
Vf{ ""d, therefore, variable emission tim ES tern,n,p

within the junctionslo) (Fig.2).
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2. Trap distribution extraction

The mostly u_se{_ CP- technique will be analyzed:
constant gate-bulk pulse train is applied, whilL the
drain/source-bulk bias [1, is varied - method II1'3).
With the reverse bias Ur the current.[sp changes due
to two effects (n-channei devices):
1) The edges of the available area for the hole
capture during the low gate-pulse level tlcet at the
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source f;s and the drain side ror move with the reverse
bias. These edges are defined by the critical hole

concentration Ocrit'3'4) which is suffi.cient to refill all
traps with holes during the gate base level. The
relationships zr,4(lir) can be obtained numerically

by the standard methodl'3'4'6).
2) The CP threshold U;I and the CP flat-band
voltage V;f (io the junctions) are dependent on

the reverse bias, Fig.2. Consequently, the emission
times for electrons and holes tem,o,p, and therefore
the electron and hole emission levels E"*,,n,p change
with Ur. This effect has been neglected previously
in the literature. However, due to Uff(Ur),, the
contribution of the whole channel to the lgp current
changes with t/r. Note that the emission times are
an explicit function of boih the coordinate and the
reverse bias, tem: tsnt(Urrr).
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Fig.2 Charge-pumping flat-band and
threshold voltage in the channel and
within the drain junction.

For a symmetric case (virgin devices) t frs:LG-*d,
the trap density Di1 at *a(Ur) is given with

Neglecting the second term in the.brackets, which
repiesentJ a correction due to t"*(Ur), the expres-

sion reduces to one used in the literatureS'6). The
second term can be approximated with the corre-
sponding value for the channel. The last is obtain-
able either by numerical simulation assuming traps
in the middle of the channel solely, or experimen-
tally from the difference between I"e(Ur) for two
devices produced simultaneouslv bv the same tech-
nology *itt, different channel le-ngth, AIse(t/r) (as-
suminq close trap densitv distributions in both de-
vices)ith. .""ooi. term cln be estimated then with
0(1n A/gp) lAUr . Icp(Ur). An example is given in
Fig.3. Dashed curve is an assumed nonuniform trap
distribution in virsin device, which is used to calcu-
late Isp((Ir) numeiically. Oottea-aashed curve is re-
calculated assuming the term -AlcelAUr only. Ac-
counting for the variable tgm +,he recalculated curve
becomes close to the assumed distribution (solid lines).
Note that the error due to neglectine the second'
term increases rvith increasing t[e chainel length.
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Fig.3 Extracted spatial trap distribution
versus the assumed distribution in virgin
device. LG:0.8p,rn.
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Fig.4 Calculated Is'p fot the assumed
model of virgin and stressed devices.

In the second example we consider stressed devices;
a nonsymmetric case. Fig.4 shows the simulated
I"p(Ur) curve for virgin device with a uniform trap

distribution ( 2x10 L0 crn-z ey - 1 
) , and for two stressed

devices moddled by . superposed gaussian trap dis-
tribution within the drain junction (peak density
1011 and 1012 c*-2"V. r; Fies.5,6) which location
has been chosen relative to thE electric.-fi,eld peak at
the stress bias according to the experimental observa-

tionS). Applying the extraction procedure on the dif-
ference between the current for the stressed device
and the virgin device 6lcp(Ur), instead on Is,p, the
undesired contribution of the term due to the vari-
able tsrrl in the channel can be made negligible. For
the traps localized in a narrow interval, the change
of. Is,p.i'ith (Jr is primarily due to the cLange of. i4,
while the variation of tgm for traps which contribute
to the CP current is a second order effect. The distri-
butions, recalculated frorn the curves shown in Fig.4,
are given in Figs.5"and 6. Contrary to the claim in
the literature3,4), the parametet p"r'it' ought to be
chosen carefully; it determines the location of the
extracted peakS). We found that the value of p|'it'
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which corresponds to 3 hole-capture time constants
during the gate pulse base-level tlcm (in this case
2 x l0r6r*-3\,leads to a shift to the left from the
assumed distribution. This shift is partially due to
a finite width of the transition between the active
and the non-active CP area (r,.rhich is not a step-Iike
function). The small discrepancy in the amplitude
originates due to the longer eirrission timts t"*
associated with traps in the iunction than with that
in the channel (used in the iecalculation), Fig.2. In
conclusion, our !t"4y has confirmed thd'abfhty to
extract accurately _the spatial trap distribution by
using the CP method dlscussed (assuming proper
p?rit.).
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Fig.7 Trap distribution in n-channel LDD
device stressed at Upg :6.5V, [Je S :3V.

Il.sing the last CP method we ext,ract the spatial trap
distribution in n-channel LDD device after the hot-
carrier stress at maximum Ig, Fig7. Moreover, for
the extracted trap distributio:nrls.p*can be calculated
numerically using the rigorous transient model of
the CP experimdnt, and then compared with the
experimental ,Igp. The obtained agreement confirms
the accuracy -of the_trap distribution obtained, which
is, however, dependent on the accuracy of the'lateral
im^purity profile in the subfiffusion region. Note that
a 2D transient approach is indispenslble to calculate
the complete l"p(Ucal) curve fbr LDD devices due
to the gate-edge/LDD-region fringing effect.
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Fig.5 Extracted spatial trap distribution ver-
sus the assumed gaussian distribution for the
additional stress-generated traps. LG :0.8p,rn.
Drain junction is located at 0.702p*.
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Fig.6 Extracted trap distribution for a low
density of the generated traps.

The variation of the emission times influence t lcp
in other CP methods used to scan the lateral trap
profile, Iike the method 11),, two-Rulse mod.ification3).
the technique with fixed gate bate-level and variabii
top-levelz) and with fixed gate top-level and variable
base-level7,8) (n-channel), as weII. In the iast two
methods, this undesired effect can be eliminated
by keeping the pulse slope LU6ftr,y constantS).
However, this effect does not exist in the simple
conventional techniquel0) with constant AUc, tr,
ty and Uy, and variable gate base/top-1evel, with
keeping the gate top-level in inversion.
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